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NEWS VIEW 184 
 Merry Christmas to you all! 

It is that time once again where we celebrate this occasion.  Some of us in the 
northern hemisphere are sitting in the cold and some of us in the southern 
hemisphere are sitting in the warm.  One thing that we usually have in common is 
that signalling and telecommunication commissionings take place at this time of 
year.  We wish these commissionings well and remember the many people who 
make them possible, and the fact that they are away from their family and friends 
during this holiday period, in order to achieve the end goal around the world.  

The Editorial Team have been pleased to receive views and ideas from the 
membership in 2012, in order to continue to produce a modern professional 
Institution magazine.  We must also remember that we are a global Institution and 
therefore we must ensure that we represent the Institution, the membership and the 
signalling and telecommunications industry globally!  We can only achieve this with 
regular contributions of technical papers, articles, pictures and feedback from the 
membership and the industry.  Once again a big thank you to all those who chose to 
provide these on a regular basis this year.  You know who you are! 

Please be reminded that language is no barrier to our team.  We can usually 
translate most languages without issue.  There is just one thing though.  When you 
send an article for potential publication, please DO NOT embed your pictures within 
it.  Please send all your pictures as individual JPEG files separate to your article, 
which should be in a Word file format.   

We all look forward to receiving YOUR contribution in early 2013, when we shall 
also be reporting on the recent Aspect Conference and International Convention 
that took place in London in late 2012. 

The Editorial Team of the IRSE NEWS along with myself would like to wish you all 
a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year for 2013.   

Ian James Allison 
Editor 
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In the October edition of IRSE NEWS Clive Burrows and James 
Hardy wrote a paper about the forthcoming Rail Technical 
Strategy (RTS) for the national rail network in Great Britain.  This 
new version of the RTS is due to be published in mid-December 
2012, and can be found at www.futurerailway.org.  The content 
of this paper is based on the Strategy, albeit with some additional 
material of my own that you will not find in the Strategy itself. 

The Strategy is focussed on four goals, to be achieved over 
the 25+ year time span that the document addresses: 

Meeting the need for increased CAPACITY on our railways; 

Reducing the COST of running our railways; 

Reducing the CARBON emissions associated with operating 
our railways; 

Increasing the levels of CUSTOMER satisfaction. 
Collectively these are referred to as the “4Cs”.  You might 
wonder why safety does not feature on this list.  The reason is 
that Britain’s railways are amongst the safest in Europe, and 
although it is always important to look for ways of improving 
safety, that is not our most important priority in terms of 
achieving a major improvement. 

The changes to be achieved in the four areas listed above 
are massive.  Although not representing strict targets, the need 
and ambition is to double the capacity of our railways (without 
building new railways, other than HS2); to halve the cost of 
running our railways; to halve our carbon emissions; and to 
improve customer satisfaction to the point where a regular 
traveller experiences no more than one bad journey a year.   
These are formidable objectives, and it will be a combination of 
technological change, operational and business improvements 
that will be critical in meeting them.   

The Strategy addresses all the principal elements of 
infrastructure, rolling stock and information systems that form 
part of a modern railway, although in this paper I will focus on 
railway control and communications technology and systems.  
The application of new technologies, coupled with challenging 
the existing principles of how train movements are controlled, 
has significant potential to increase capacity, decrease traction 
energy consumption and carbon emissions, reduce operational 
costs and offer better on-board communications for passengers.   

Since 2007, when the first Rail Technical Strategy for Great 
Britain was published, progress with control, command and 
communication systems on the national rail network has included: 

Progressive roll out of GSM-R; 

Commissioning of the first ERTMS project (on an existing 
part of the rail network); 

The initiation of Network Rail’s control centre strategy; 

The first pilot projects for Driver Advisory Systems; 

Development of plans for the use of Automatic Train 
Operation on Thameslink and Crossrail in London. 

The Future of Control, Command and Communications 
Technology on Britain’s Rail Network 
By Francis How  IRSE President 2012-13, Technical Director, Railway Industry Association (GB) 

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY IN THE UK 

OVERALL VISION AND STRATEGY 
The overall vision of the future national rail network in Great 
Britain, so far as train control and communications are 
concerned, is as follows: 

a) Highly reliable and resilient systems will offer network-
wide traffic management capabilities that enable 
intelligent, predictive and adaptive operational control 
of train movements for the benefit of passengers and 
freight customers.   

b) In-cab signalling will be in use instead of lineside signals, 
and the only remaining traditional features of lineside 
signalling will be point operating equipment and level 
crossings.     

c) Many routine tasks associated with train control will be 
automated, for example, traffic management, train 
driving, and traction energy management.  Automation 
has the potential to deliver a significantly better 
performing railway, offering greater capacity from 
consistently predictable train movements, higher 
reliability for passengers and freight, and lower costs. 

d) High speed, high bandwidth communications networks 
will be in use across the rail network and on-board 
trains, providing the railway and its customers with 
dependable connectivity for both operational and 
customer-facing applications.   

The strategy for control and communications systems to deliver 
this vision is as follows: 

Introduce Driver Advisory Systems;  

Centralise network management into a small number (~15) 
control centres; 

Migrate to cab signalling using ERTMS Level 2/3 or 
derivatives (no lineside signals); 

Implement Automatic Train Operation (ATO); 

Develop “intelligent” automated traffic management 
systems. 

I have listed these roughly in chronological order, and will say a 
little about each of them.  I will also speak about two key 
enablers for these systems, namely train positioning systems 
and track-train data communications.  All these developments 
are strongly dependent upon each other, and therefore do not, 
for the most part, represent a “pick and mix” set of options.  
Automatic Train Operation, for instance, depends upon the roll-
out of ERTMS, and intelligent traffic management systems 
depend upon accurate information about the position and 
speed of trains. 

The interdependency of control and communications 
systems also extends beyond the systems themselves, linking to 
other areas where benefits may be sought, such as in the 
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 crashworthiness in the design of rolling stock, dependency on 
driver route knowledge, and wear and tear on the track and 
trains.  A “whole railway systems” approach therefore needs to 
be adopted for the development and deployment of the train 
control and communications systems in order to help realise 
benefits in these areas. 

Driver Advisory Systems 

Driver Advisory Systems (DAS) are already in use on freight 
routes in some parts of the world, but they are relatively new to 
passenger trains.  They provide drivers with in-cab information 
about optimum speed to meet the timetable which supplements 
(but does not replace) the information received from the 
signalling system.  

In the short to medium term, the introduction of DAS, 
initially as “stand-alone” train-borne systems, but later 
connected to the traffic management system, will make a 
significant contribution to the operation or the railway, offering 
benefits such as: 

More efficient train driving, reducing traction energy and 
fuel consumption; 

Improved customer satisfaction as a consequence of trains 
being stopped less frequently (eg awaiting platforms); 

Reduced risk of signals passed at danger (fewer red signals 
encountered); 

Reduced wear and tear on track and trains as a consequence 
of optimised speeds and the avoidance of unnecessary 
acceleration/deceleration; 

Better traction energy load management at a system level, 
to reduce peak demand on power supplies and distribution 
systems. 

Driver Advisory Systems may in future also contribute to a 
lessening of the currently onerous requirements for driver route 
knowledge, by provision of dynamic route information to the 
driver in the cab.  This will reduce the time taken for driver route 
learning and so increase the flexibility for drivers to operate 
over different routes. 

In the longer term, I anticipate that the introduction of 
Automatic Train Operation (ATO) and intelligent traffic 
management systems (which are described later in this paper) 
will supplant the need for DAS, with the functionality and 
benefits of DAS incorporated into these other systems. 

 

 
This year we have seen Apple launch iPhone 5, Microsoft launch 
‘Windows 8’, Google launch Android “Jelly Bean” and Mobile 
Network Operators start the turf war on 4G.  Driven by the 
proliferation of devices and ‘Apps’ (computer terminology is 
now part of the vocabulary of our everyday life), we are now 
seeing a rapid increase in the number of very useful ‘things’ we 
can do on our devices, things that in the past would have 
required computer skills beyond the grasp of most of us.  
Today, one click and it is there – the user interface is intuitive – 
we don’t have to read the boring manuals (which of course we 
never read anyway) and we are in business, using the next new 
service.  This is our world today 

A world in which other mobile environments - Aeronautical 
and Automotive are rapidly developing their solutions to this 
challenge.  It is apparent that in rail, we are behind the curve.  
For passengers, travelling on a train is becoming an increasingly 
isolating experience.  The benefits to the industry for enhanced 
operational and logistic services are also constrained.    

The evolution of all technologies follows a very predictable, 
sometimes erratic path.  Progressing from the pioneering stage, 
through design variants where different solutions battle for 
supremacy, to standardisation and uniformity.  The technology 
behind it all remains highly complex but from the users 
perspective it becomes more accessible and easier to use.   

Of course the other key driver is volume production.  By 
2022 it is estimated that 25% of all cars produced will be 
connected to the internet which is 300M cars i, the number of 
mobile devices will dwarf the number of PCs and it is estimated 
that there will be 24 billion connected devices ii.  This rapid 
technology change and global uptake means that advanced 
features can now be obtained at costs unimaginable only five 
years ago. 

Questions we must pose include – Can rail take the benefits 
of these technologies without requiring fundamental 
specification changes?  How do we manage the track to train 
gap? 

With this contrast in mind and by drawing upon best practice 
examples today and the vision of key market players, we will 
endeavour to look forward to the next 10, 15, 20 years and start 
to imagine what ‘our’ world could be like and what we should 
be planning for now in the design and provisioning of trains that 
will be delivered in the next few years and still be in service 
during this period. 

Martin Morgan 
 

This is a brief resumé of the Paper to be presented in London 
in December.  We hope to publish the full text in the NEWS  
in the New Year - Ed 

Digital Trains – the Effect of 
Telecommunications on Rolling Stock 

i Source - Cisco    ii Source GSMA 

DECEMBER PAPER 
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CENTRALISATION OF CONTROL 

In 2011 Network Rail (the GB infrastructure manager for the 
national rail network) announced a 25-year strategy to eliminate 
around 800 older mechanical and electro-mechanical signalboxes 
and relay interlockings and concentrate control of the national 
rail network in 14 regional operating centres.  Work on this is 
already well under way, as exemplified by the Thames Valley 
Signalling Centre, which IRSE members visited during the 
Convention in September.  Network Rail intends that 80% of the 
network will be controlled from the new centres by 2029.  

Centralisation of control provides significant and obvious 
benefits, primarily in reducing operating costs but also in 
providing the capability for better regulation of traffic and 
management of perturbations.  It is also a necessary step for the 
introduction of intelligent traffic management systems, which is 
the next step beyond Network Rail’s current centralisation plans. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF ERTMS 

A cross-industry plan has been produced for ERTMS to be rolled 
out on the national rail network in Great Britain over the next 
~30 years.  The Cambrian route pilot project in Wales marked 
the start of this, with Thameslink, the Great Western and East 
Coast main lines being the next major routes to be fitted.  The 
plan includes fitment of both trains and infrastructure, and as 
presently conceived envisages the use of ERTMS Level 2.  

The principal benefits offered by ERTMS in the context of 
Britain’s rail network are seen as being: 

Lower overall capital costs for signalling systems; 

Reduction in the need for, and maintenance, of expensive 
track-based infrastructure (albeit more equipment is required 
on trains); 

Optimisation of network capacity in a more flexible way than 
is possible with conventional lineside signalling systems; 

As an enabler for the deployment of other technologies, in 
particular intelligent traffic management systems and ATO. 

ERTMS Level 3, whereby all track-based train detection is 
removed and variable (or moving) block operation can be 
introduced, is at present in its infancy but there is little doubt it 
will become available on a basis that permits widespread 
deployment over the next ~10 years.  This offers the potential for 

major savings in maintenance costs, and significant further 
improvements in reliability.   

Further evolution of ERTMS is likely to occur in the same 
timeframe.  The rail industry is working with the European 
Railway Agency and others on the further technological develop-
ment of ERTMS and the evolution of Command Control and 
Signalling (CCS) Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI).  
Likely developments include: 

Enhancing the capacity of the system on routes where there 
are large numbers of traffic movements in small geograph-
ical areas (e.g. stations), using Internet Protocol addressing 
of trains probably, initially at least, in the form of GPRS; 

Deployment of 4G/LTE mobile communications, replacing 
GSM-R which is currently used by ERTMS (there is more 
detail on this later in this paper); 

The introduction of alternative technologies for determining 
the location of trains; 

Technological and functional convergence with 
Communications-Based Train Control systems (CBTC) that 
are currently in use on metro systems, including integration 
with Automatic Train Operation functionality. 

AUTOMATIC TRAIN OPERATION (ATO) 

Automatic train operation (ATO) is already a feature of many 
metro networks around the world.  Whilst not eliminating the 
need for a driver, it automates the driving function, thereby 
offering considerable benefits in standardising the driving styles.  
This is vital for metro-style and urban and suburban operations 
where predictability of time-keeping is essential for delivering 
intensive services.   

Used in combination with intelligent traffic management 
systems, ATO can also offer other benefits such as more energy-
efficient driving styles and reduced wear and tear on both rolling 
stock and track.  

ATO is to be implemented on the Thameslink route and the 
planned east-west Crossrail route across London, principally as a 
means of reliably delivering high frequency train services.  In 
order to use ATO, cab signalling is an essential pre-requisite, 
and although it is not yet part of the ERTMS suite of systems, as I 
anticipate that ATO will in due course become a standard part of 
ERTMS, as I indicated earlier in this paper. 

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY IN THE UK 
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INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The existing traffic management systems used in Great Britain 
contain little real “intelligence”.  Automatic Route Setting (ARS) 
is provided in all modern control centres, which provides 
functionality to set routes in accordance with timetable 
requirements – but it cannot do much more than that.  The use of 
ARS means that for normal operations the role of the signaller is 
largely confined to monitoring operations and managing 
activities for which ARS does not provide functionality 

Increasingly we need to be able to operate the railway to 
objectives other than simply “run the railway to the timetable”.  
Thus minimisation of overall delay might be an objective; or 
minimising traction energy consumption; or maximising available 
capacity on the network, or operating at maximum permissible 
speeds.  These objectives may well vary for different routes and 
trains at different times of the day.   

We need to be able to predict in real time and over wide 
areas where conflicts and perturbations are likely to arise, and 
provide resolutions for them.  We also need to be able to 
provide automatic data feeds to short-term planning /decision-
support tools and to long-term timetable planning systems in 
order to optimise the timetabling of trains.  

These needs can be addressed by the development and 
introduction of traffic management systems that incorporate high 
levels of “intelligence”, and a programme of work has started in 
Great Britain (called “Futro”) to specify systems that will meet all 
these requirements.  This is additional to and beyond Network 
Rail’s current programme for traffic management systems and 
control centres.  The European research project “Ontime” is also 
relevant in this context, aiming to develop new methods and 
processes to help maximise the available capacity on the railway 
network by focussing on resilient timetabling, improved real-time 
operational management, and integration with Driver Advisory 
Systems. 

DRIVERLESS TRAINS 

Driverless trains are not mentioned in the GB Rail Technical 
Strategy, so my comments in this area are my personal 
observations on what we might see in the next 25+ years.   

The aerospace and defence industry has migrated from 
mechanical instrumentation to a range of pilotless aircraft able to 
fly using a combination of autonomous and automatic operation.  
Similarly the automobile industry is starting to fit cars with driving 
systems that automatically maintain pre-determined safe 
distances between cars.  The concept of road-trains is under 
development (through the European SARTRE project), which has 
the potential to decrease congestion and increase road capacity.  
The question naturally arises therefore, could and should driver-
less trains be introduced on the national rail network in Britain? 

Driverless trains are of course already a feature of metro and 
light rail systems at various locations around the world.  Recently 
Rio Tinto has announced its intention to operate driverless heavy 
haul freight trains in Australia by 2014.  So technologically it is 
practicable, and it is a natural follow on from ATO.  Some types 
of routes and rail operations are likely to be more suitable for 
driverless operation than others, so I am not anticipating here an 
entirely driverless railway. 

There are of course significant non-technical issues (as well as 
specific technical ones) that will need to be addressed in order 
to convince rail users, personnel and train operators that this is 
not only technically viable but safe as well.   

UNDERPINNING TECHNOLOGIES 

All of these technological steps take us towards a more complete 
“closed loop” way of operating the railway, involving eventually 
not only the automated control of trains, but also long term train 
planning, with feedback from the technical systems to iteratively 
improve railway operations.  Success with this vision depends 
upon many things, but from a technical perspective is dependent 
upon a number of enablers, including critically (a) better real 
time information about train position and performance; and  
(b) high capacity, high speed track-train communications.   
These two enablers are explored below. 

Accurate Train Position and Performance Data 

Control centres on the GB national rail network (and indeed on 
many other railways around the world) currently have relatively 
poor information about the positions of trains, and virtually no 
information at all about their real time performance (speed, 
acceleration, deceleration, adhesion etc).  Positional information 
within the train control systems is usually limited to knowledge of 
which track circuit (or axle counter section) a train is occupying, 
which can mean that the uncertainty about where the front and 
back of a train is can be hundreds of metres in some situations. 

Such imprecision of position and the lack of other real time 
train performance information makes it difficult, if not 
impossible, to implement the sorts of systems described earlier, 
since the decision-making criteria for traffic management 
depend upon knowing a train’s location, speed, and other 
operational parameters reasonably accurately.   

The provision of reliably accurate positional and other 
information to control centres is therefore a key enabler for the 
technology strategies outlined earlier in this paper.   The 
introduction of ERTMS Level 2/3 will considerably help with the 
provision of train position and speed information for train control 
and traffic management purposes, although I anticipate that 
improved means of train positioning will be introduced in due 
course, superseding those currently being employed for ERTMS 
systems.  The concept of a “Train Location Service” is being 
considered in Great Britain, by which diverse positioning sub-
systems can plug into an on-train gateway, the positional data 
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from each one provided being integrated in the gateway to deliver 
accurate train position information for a range of operational and 
commercial applications.  

Control centres will also benefit by having real time information 
about each train’s acceleration and braking capabilities, based on 
actual adhesion conditions.  This information can be utilised to 
predict more accurately the movements of trains and therefore 
optimise network operation.  In particular, we could use it to 
reduce the large tolerances presently built into the system for the 
separation and braking of trains, thus increasing network capacity.  
One of the interesting issues to be considered is the extent to 
which control of each train’s movement is “automated” (i.e. the 
train simply responding to precise instructions given to it), and to 
what extent the train should operate “autonomously” (i.e. optimise 
its own speed, acceleration etc based on information received 
from the control centre). 

The ability to provide real time information about the position 
and speed of trains is a valuable capability that will also open up 
a whole host of further opportunities, such as: 

Provision of more accurate and timely information to 
passengers to help them plan and make their journeys; 

Dynamic adjustment of the distances between consecutive 
trains to optimise capacity; 

Tracking the movement of freight consignments; 

Enhanced level crossing protection; 

Improved on-track personnel safety; 

Supporting the remote condition monitoring of train and 
infrastructure assets; 

Enable third-party development of new products/services 
associated with train operations. 
 

High Speed Track-Train Data Communications 

Data communication systems between track and train are presently 
of very low capacity by today’s standards.  GSM-R is provided for 
ERTMS data communications, but its capability to support even 
ERTMS is limited, which is why GPRS is being explored as a 
means of providing quasi-simultaneous communication with 
larger numbers of trains in densely trafficked areas.  

The railway does not yet make use of 3G for track-train 
communications.  Coverage of 3G, and subsequently 4G, will 
need to be provided for commercial and operational onboard 
communications.  4G is likely to be the eventual successor to GSM-R 
in the mid 2020s for operational communications.  4G technologies 
offer very high data transmission rates.  LTE (one form of 4G) in 
particular shows promise for railway applications because of its 
capabilities in the prioritisation of voice and data transmission.  
Whatever is used, it is clear that it must be industry standard 
technology, not customised for rail applications. 

It is also reasonable to predict that the computing capability 
and speed of processor chips will continue to increase enormously.  
This power, coupled with very high speed communications 
systems, will present the possibility of moving and processing 
large volumes of data between track and train in a very short 
time, which opens up a whole range of possibilities to enhance 
the performance of the rail network and the attractiveness of 
travel by rail. 

High capacity, high speed onboard communications will be 
vital for commercial purposes, with growing expectations on the 
part of both freight operators (eg for perishable goods) and 
passengers for on-train communications.  GSM-R and publicly 
available Wi-Fi on trains will not be sufficient to meet operational 
and customer requirements in the future.  LTE/4G offers an 
industry standard that should meet the foreseeable needs of the 
railway and its customers, and will need to be adopted as GSM-R 
becomes obsolete and unsupported by suppliers. 

The accompanying diagram (courtesy of Arthur D. Little) 
illustrates the broad range of applications, both commercial and 
operational, opened up by high speed train-track communications.  
As can be seen, there are five broad categories of customer-
facing applications for high speed mobile communications on 
trains.  These are: safety and security; travel information; 
entertainment and convenience; personal communication; and 
travel services.  There are also likely to be benefits for freight 
customers, although these are not explored in this paper. 

Implementation of high speed high capacity track-train 
communications poses a variety of challenges, including 
technical ones.  However, perhaps the most challenging in the 
GB context is to define the business models (of which there is 
likely to be more than one) which could be employed to make 
this a reality.  In the complex structure of Britain’s railways, where 
costs and benefits can fall to different stakeholders, it can be 
difficult to construct a business case that all parties can support. 

The ability to transfer data between train and track, 
progressively turning trains into information hubs in their own 
right, will also be essential for operational purposes to support 
some of the technological developments outlined earlier in this 
paper.  This capability could also unlock a range of other 
improvements, such as: 

sending real time video to intelligent monitoring systems in 
the control centres, to improve onboard security; 

more cost-effective train and track maintenance through 
data acquisition from in-service trains, transferring the data 
to remote systems for analysis and subsequent action; 

improved short-term resource planning (rolling stock, people, 
depots etc) and operational performance optimisation; 

better yield management and capacity optimisation by more 
accurate real-time knowledge and prediction of train 
loadings.   

FURTHER BENEFITS 
Many of the benefits of this technological evolution on Britain’s 
railways have already been articulated in this paper.  With good 
engineering design, we can address a number of other 
challenges as well, such as: 

improving reliability still further, through attention to both 
the whole system performance as well as the performance of 
individual sub-systems and components; 

system resilience, against the effects of climate change, 
during periods of disruption to systems external to the 
railway, and in times of peak demand on the railway itself; 

threats to security, in the face of inadvertent and malicious 
attempts to disrupt the railway’s control and 
communications systems. 

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY IN THE UK 
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All of these subjects are deserving of papers in their own right.  The last of these, 
namely system security, is perhaps worthy of a brief further mention here.  The 
progressive sophistication of railway control and communications systems and their 
integration with non-railway infrastructure and systems will increase the railway’s 
vulnerability to both unintentional and malicious disruptive effects through these 
systems.  This does not necessarily mean that safety is directly jeopardised, but “denial 
of service” attacks on key systems could cause cessation of train services across 
widespread areas.  So the railway of the future will have to incorporate appropriate 
forms of protection against disruption of these systems. 

CONCLUSION 
In concluding, it is worth observing just how 
far railways have come in terms of signalling 
and communications, and yet how much 
more there is still ahead of us.  I hope you 
can also see from what I have described that 
our railways face considerable challenges 
and opportunities.  Technology has a great 
deal to offer in terms of solutions, with 
railway control systems and information/ 
communications systems probably having 
more to offer in terms of benefits than any 
other technological field. 

Britain’s railways are not alone in respect 
of the needs and opportunities.  Railways of 
all different types and in many parts of the 
world are facing growing demands for their 
services.  The challenges may not be exactly 
the same everywhere, but we share many of 
them.  Modernisation, improving safety, 
reducing costs, increasing capacity, 
reducing carbon emissions and meeting the 
expectations of the railways customers, all 
of these are crucial to the continuing 
success of the world’s railways. 
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DIRECT TRAFFIC CONTROL 

In an anonymous and bland Brisbane office building, not unlike 
the one the Author worked in, up a short and shallow ramp and 
behind a secure blue door marked ‘Control Room -Regional 
Transit Manager’ is a group of mostly young men and women 
who keep the non-metropolitan trains of south-east Queensland 
safely on the move.  Under their control are all trains from just west 
of Ipswich to Cunnamulla and Quilpie in the west, Wallangarra 
and Thallon in the south west, and from Tamaree (just north of 
Gympie North) to Parana, four kilometres south of Gladstone, on 
the North Coast Line, as well as the numerous maintenance 
crews who may be working on the tracks. 

The room, with its somewhat odd ambiance of blue walls and 
ceiling is dimly lit except for the eight work stations and the 
screened light coming in through the windows, and exudes a 
quiet hum of concentration and professionalism as the controllers 
go about their work.  It takes a team of about 50 such men and 
women to keep the trains moving day and night, every day of 
the year, covering three shifts, leave, and training requirements. 

Queensland Rail primarily has two control systems in place, 
Universal Traffic Control (UTC) (also known as Centralised Traffic 
Control or CTC in the wider railway world) on the busiest lines and 
Direct Traffic Control (DTC) for those lines that cannot justify the 
investment required for the fully signalled UTC system.  A few 
minor branch lines still use the Ordinary Staff and Ticket system 
while a number of station yards are under a Local Control system.  
DTC is the direct descendent of Ordinary Staff and Ticket, Electric 
Staff and Train Order safe working systems used in Queensland 
and around the world at various times.  

In this room there are five desks directly responsible for train 
control, with another two that are available for supervisory and 

oversight positions.  Universal Traffic Control accounts for two of 
those desks, one for the Main Line between Ipswich and 
Toowoomba, and one for the upper north coast between 
Tamaree and Parana.  Direct Traffic Control covers another three 
desks, the Far West from Toowoomba as far west as Quilpie, the 
South West to Warwick, Wallangarra and Thallon, and Miles 
West, which only operates 06:00 to 16:00 Mondays to Fridays, 
controlling the line west of Miles. This split of the Far West into a 
Far West and a Miles West came about not because of the 
number of trains west of Miles (of which there are now very few) 
but because of the need to keep the maintenance crews safely 
operating during their working week.  The work load for one 
controller was simply getting too much and trains and 
maintenance crews were being forced to wait too long for a 
response from the controller.  

I came into the control room (similar rooms are situated in 
Central and North Queensland) most interested to learn a little 
more about Direct Traffic Control.  I had heard of DTC several 
years ago, but knew next to nothing about it.  About five years 
ago I found myself on the Western Line for the first time in many 
years near Kingsthorpe and watched a cross between a loaded 
coal train and an empty grain train and was impressed by the 
speed of the cross, especially since there was not a signal to be 
seen.  At the time, I had become used to the glacial pace of a 
cross on the standard-gauge line south of Brisbane, so watching 
QR at work that day suggested something impressive was 
behind it all.  Not long after, I had access to a radio scanner, 
which opened up a whole new world of information on such 
trips, although I had little idea what all the radio conversation 
actually meant. 

Keeping the trains moving: Queensland’s Direct Traffic Control 

By Alan Shaw  

1 

This Article was originally published in the August edition of “Railway Digest” 
and is republished here with the kind permission of the Editor and the Author 
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The genesis for Direct Traffic Control was a 1988 study trip 
by a QR engineer to the United States where a simple paper-
based system was observed in use by the Southern Pacific 
Railroad.  Within that very basic, low-capacity and inflexible 
system though, Queensland Rail, led by Chief Signal and 
Telecommunications Engineer ‘Jack’ Ellis, saw the germ of an 
idea that would emerge as something far more ambitious.  
Under his guidance, a computer-based system with a very high 
level of safety and flexibility was developed in-house, with a trial 
on the Charters Towers to Hughenden section of the Townsville 
to Mount Isa Line approved and commissioned in February 1994 
and ultimately replacing the Computer Assisted Train Order 
System and Electric Staff working then in place.   

As Martin Hinchy, Senior Software and Systems Engineer 
describes, “It took several iterations and modifications before 
the operations people were happy to go ahead with a trial.  The 
original 1994 trial was considered a success and funding was 
sought to roll it out further and to re-write the system since it 
was originally designed only for the one section and really was 
only a proof of concept.”  

Further funding was received in 1996 and by July 1997 
Direct Traffic Control had been commissioned over the entire 
Mt Isa line.  Over the next eight years DTC was installed on all 
non-UTC lines (other than a few minor branch lines) as well as 
receiving periodic upgrades (see sidebar).  Its implementation 
was also an essential pre-requisite to being able to operate 
driver-only trains on non-signalled lines, allowing as it does safe 
working to take place without the driver leaving the cab.   
Driver-only working though could only take place where GPS 
enhancements had been incorporated into the system, which 
took place in March 2000.  

At its heart, Direct Traffic Control is a series of computer-
generated authorities exchanged verbally between the controller 
and driver, using UHF radios. These authorities are exchanged 
using a nine-digit code that contains encrypted authority 

information, which is interpreted by the recipient’s computer 
and displayed as a text authority, then read back to the sender.  
At each step, a message on the computer terminal instructs the 
driver or controller what to say, and what the nine-digit number 
is, with the next statement then being computer generated.  
This is repeated until each step of the process is completed (see 
separate box) and then the final authority is read by the driver 
and confirmed by the controller. 

The authority that is issued by the controller can govern any 
length of track deemed appropriate, and can be as little as one 
block, or many blocks.  The physical limit of each block is defined 
by Block Limit Boards at each loop or station, one for each 
track in each direction.  The Block Limit Boards take the place 
of signals in UTC territory.  A typical layout is shown below.  

To reduce the need for expensive infrastructure, Queensland 
Rail typically uses mechanical trailable facing points on lines 
where DTC is in place.  These are arranged so that an approaching 
train automatically takes one track in the crossing loop while a 
train travelling in the opposite direction takes the other track, 
allowing trains to cross each other without any manual changing 
of the points.  As trains depart the loop they trail through the 
points, with the weight of the train moving the point blades 

2 

1  DTC in action:  Two trains crossing under the control of DTC, at 
GGowrie just west of Willowburn   

2  Tools of the trade:  Monitors, keypad, train graph, microphone, 
fforms, telephone, pencils, eraser, concentration and experience  

      Photos: Alan Shaw 
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DIRECT TRAFFIC CONTROL 
over as the train passes through the points using a system of 
hydraulics.  The points are then automatically restored to their 
normal setting.  These points remove the need for trains to stop to 
work themselves through a loop when no crossing is involved, and 
do not need any human intervention, but do require a train to 
slow down to no more than 25 km/h as they pass through.  Lines 
operating under DTC with fewer trains may have the trailable 
facing points arranged for ‘main line’ and ‘crossing loop’ while 
lines with even fewer trains may have manual non-reversible 
points used to further reduce installation and operational costs. 

Since 1999, GPS has also been in place within DTC to provide 
information about the train’s location and after enhancements in 
2000 also provides a reminder to the driver when the train is 
within 1000 m of the end of the current authority.  There is also 
another function of GPS: if a train exceeds its authority a Signal 
Passed at Danger alert is raised, resulting in the driver being 
relieved and an investigation being launched into what is 
considered to be a major incident.   

The system is being constantly refined as funds allow, and it is 
now a much more adaptable system than that original trial on the 
Mount Isa line.  

Michael Thomson, an engineer with 15 years experience with 
Queensland Rail, and now responsible for DTC development, 
described how exclusive ownership of blocks are now available to 
protect track workers.  This replaced the previous manual system 
of using forms and having the controller block out limits to 
protect them, giving them the same full occupancy status as 
trains.  Michael noted that within a few weeks, Queensland Rail 
would also be rolling out further changes so that wayside 
equipment reports can be sent back to the controller’s work 
station with an alarm pop-up on the screen.  When fully 
implemented, this development will cover hot box detectors, 
rainfall, temperature, rock fall detectors, and weigh bridge checks 
for overloading and level crossing status.  Sometime in the future 
Queensland Rail may start replacing the existing trailable facing 
points with remote control. 

The original hardware on the locomotives has changed over 
the years too.  In its original configuration, drivers would take a 
laptop computer with them into the cab at the start of each trip, 
which in some cabs was mounted using magnets.  With concerns 
about the possibility of such an arrangement becoming a danger 
to the crew in the event of an accident this subsequently 
changed, starting with the 2800 class locomotives, to installing 
“ruggedised” computers permanently held in cradles.  The 
computer displays a driver’s current authority at all times, and 
the driver uses a simple backlit numeric keypad to enter the nine 
digit codes. 

There are of course limitations. The most significant technical 
limitation is the radio system itself.  Being a single channel 
system, and in the absence of a separate data channel, it creates 
the need for that “to-ing and fro-ing” between driver and 
controller.  As a result of a heavy demand on the radio system, 
conversations across the radio are kept to the minimum, 
something which anyone who has used a scanner in DTC territory 
will have heard.  It might not have the prim and polite feel of 
aircraft communication, but it is not far off. 

Martin Hinchy tells me “it is technically possible to remove 
the need for verbal confirmation of the computer-generated 

codes, but it would require a substantial upgrade of the 
technology to do so”.  At the moment at least funds for such an 
upgrade are not available, so those of us who scan these 
transmissions will be able to benefit from the information we 
eavesdrop on for a while yet. 

As it is, DTC is a low-cost way to get a comprehensive and 
foolproof safe working system in place, and is much cheaper to 
implement than a remotely signalled system like Queensland 
Rail’s Universal Traffic Control.  One big advantage is that it 
dispenses with the need for traditional lineside signalling.  Block 
Limit Boards, Approach Beacons, location name boards and 
trailable facing point indicators are all that are required.  It also 
has had some success being commissioned overseas, with 
Botswana Railways commissioning DTC in December 2007. 

On the other hand, there is also a further limitation: how many 
trains a controller can actually handle.  The way DTC guides the 

3 Shift change: Controller Frank Tybislawski (seated) gives Julian Hodson a 
briefing on the shift’s events  

44  A typical DTC screen, in this case confirming an authority for a coal train 
loading at Jondaryan, against the background of a diagram of the 
territory under control                        

Photos: Alan Shaw   

4 

3 
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controller and driver takes time, not a lot, but nevertheless a 
typical authority will take up to a minute to generate and have 
properly confirmed.  While this is far less time than the Train Order 
system DTC replaced in Queensland, or the miniature Electric 
Staff system that has only recently been replaced on the line 
between Brisbane (Acacia Ridge) and Casino, on a busy section 
like the Western Line between Willowburn and Jondaryan, it adds 
up to a substantial workload, and the controller will spend a lot of 
time on the radio.  In describing DTC, Michael Thomson says 
workload “is one of the major considerations when we consider 
possible upgrades”, for example converting a line from DTC to 
UTC.  The highly structured nature of exchanging information 
with DTC, and its reliance on radio, means the whole system is a 
lot more work for a controller than UTC.  

On the day of my visit I sit behind Frank Tybislawski to observe 
DTC in action on the Western Line.  Frank has been working as a 
controller since 2009 and before that had previously been a driver 
with QR National based at Bluff in central Queensland, and had 
also worked briefly as a driver with Queensland Rail Citytrain in 
Brisbane. “I was attracted to the environment – the planning and 
problem solving aspect of it, especially when things go awry” he 
tells me, admitting with a wry grin that he also has “a latent 
interest in the history and development of signalling systems”.  

In front of Frank is a bank of six monitors, five showing all the 
trains under his control, which, since the far West beyond Miles 
at that time is a separate board, is the 205 km between 
Willowburn and Miles.  The sixth monitor provides an overview of 
the main line to the east of Toowoomba, to provide an indication 
of where trains are that will enter his territory.  To his right is 
another separate computer, with which he keeps the Vizirail 
system up to date with train times.  Vizirail is another system used 
by Queensland Rail to, amongst other things; keep track of train 
times so that crew rosters can be adjusted if trains do not run to 
time.  In DTC territory, Vizirail has to be manually updated 
periodically since there are no track circuits.  To his left is a phone, 
some desk organisers, a supply of safe working forms, some 
reference material showing detailed track layouts at all stations, 
and a window with a partial view of city traffic. 

Having seen plenty of grainy photos of controllers from 
previous generations, with their train graphs, rulers, pencils and 
erasers, I am pleased to see that Frank has exactly these tools of 
his trade in front of him.  He also has a hands-free microphone, 
which in some ways is the business end of DTC, a computer 
mouse and a numeric key pad with which he enters the codes as 
required, and on a slide out drawer under the desk a keyboard 
which is sometimes needed to enter other information into the 
DTC system.  What he does not have is any sense of immediacy 
with the trains he controls.  While some of those grainy photos 
show controllers not much further than a wall away from the trains 
under their control, with their desks being rattled by the trains as 
they roar past, the closest Frank will get is 164 rail kilometres from 
Brisbane.  For him, his territory is defined only, and precisely, by 
the glowing track layouts displayed on the screens he faces.  
Drivers are simply a voice on the radio, their trains represented by 
numbers on the screen and the trains’ authority represented by 
blocks of colour. 

Timeline 
1988 - Original idea came from a paper-based system used 
by Southern Pacific Railroad in the U.S. 
1988 to 1994 – Jack Ellis (Chief Signal & Telecommunications 
Engineer) developed a computerised version with major 
enhancements over the old paper-based system. 
14 February 1994 – Prototype system installed between 
Charters Towers and Hughenden. 
18 October 1995 – Prototype system installed between 
Hughenden and Mt. Isa. 
1996 – Prototype system declared a success. Funding 
approved for the development of production software with 
the aim of adding more functionality whilst also making it 
generic enough to be used in any dark territory area within 
Queensland Rail. 
July 1997 – Prototype system installed between Charters 
Towers and Stuart. 
27 October 1998 – Prototype system installed between 
Cairns and Mareeba. 
August 1999 – Prototype system decommissioned.  
Production software completed and commissioned between 
Stuart and Mount Isa. 
9 May 1999 – System installed Warwick to Goondiwindi. 
November 1999 - GPS Stage 1 enhancements installed on 
Mt. Isa line, reporting location information only. 
18 March 2000 – System extended: Warwick to Dirranbandi, 
Harristown to Wallangarra, and the Millmerran branch. 
March 2000 – GPS Stage 2 enhancements installed on  
Mt. Isa line providing location information and proximity 
advice and SPAD alarms. 
April 2000 – System installed Purono to Woree  
(Townsville–Cairns section). 
September 2000 – System installed Willowburn to Roma. 
12 May 2001 – System extended Roma to Charleville, 
Quilpie and Cunnamulla. 
29 October 2001 – System installed Collinsville to Newlands. 
14 April 2003 – System installed Hughenden to Winton, 
Emerald to Winton, Springsure Branch, Clermont Branch, 
Yaraka Branch. 
October 2003 – Interface to Automatic Train Protection 
(ATP) added to DTC Driver Workstation for Driver-only 
operations on the Mt Isa Line. 
October 2004 – Track Occupancy Authority implemented 
giving track workers the same level of protection as trains. 
May 2005 – ‘Central Engine’ functionality added to control 
centre software to permit authority transfer between line 
sections, monitoring of line sections, telemetry interface, 
and GPS interface. 
5 September 2005 – System installed Bauhinia Line, Monto 
Branch, Moura Branch, Biloela branch, Minerva (Springsure) 
branch.  
December 2006 – Telemetry Interface added for Dragging 
Equipment Detectors.  
March 2007 – GPS integration into DTC Control Centres. 
March 2010 – Trackside Vehicle locations displayed in control 
centre.  
March 2012 – Wayside device interface to control centre. 
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DIRECT TRAFFIC CONTROL 
The work station is also adorned with a series of photos of 

stations and features supplied by train drivers, including very 
specifically the level crossing over Cunningham Street in Dalby.   
I ask Frank why that is there and he replies “it gives the 
Controllers an appreciation of what the Drivers see and that 
crossing has a reputation for cars failing to stop for trains”.   
Mind you, drivers who fail to stop may well find themselves 
getting some attention from the police, since if train drivers get 
the chance they will radio the number plate details to the 
controller who will pass it on to the police.  

A glance at the train graph brings home the point about work 
load.  The train graph had been generated the afternoon before by 
the Service Delivery team after discussions about service 
requirements from customers, and shows the scheduled paths for 
all the trains to travel on the Far Western Line from midnight to 
midnight.  

For the section of line from Willowburn to Acland coal siding 
near Jondaryan, no fewer than 28 trains will polish the rails over 
that day’s 24-hour period, almost all of them coal or empty coal 
trains.  This is the busiest section of line operated by DTC in this 
room although not always the busiest in Queensland; that 
distinction goes to the Mount Isa line controlled from Townsville.  
This particular day is not unusual either; it is pretty much a 
standard programme.  Daily traffic drops off further west, with 
typically four to five trains running to Macalister (between Dalby 
and Chinchilla) and two to three trains to the new coal mine at 
Columboola, between Chinchilla and Miles.  Beyond Columboola 
trains become a rarity with just the twice-weekly Westlander to 
Charleville and some seasonal cattle trains to Quilpie or grain 
trains to Roma requiring the services of a controller. 

Against the scheduled paths on the train graph have been 
drawn the actual paths taken by the trains as the day unfolds.  
Various notes have also been added, which hint at the planning 
controllers must do to keep things moving, especially as 
maintenance work has to be catered for as well – these are only 
added and amended by controllers as requested by track crews 
during the day.  Monday and Thursday mornings are even busier 
for controllers as this is usually when mandatory track inspections 
take place.  The graphs themselves are kept in the room for 
about a month, before being stored off-site for seven years. 

It is the planning aspect of the job, and the thinking that goes 
behind it, that is a common theme of what attracts people to the 
job.  

Travis Cooper has been on the job since June 2011.  He 
readily admits that he “really just fell into the job” and had 
previously been managing pubs among other things, a time when 
if he ever thought about work on the railways his knowledge was 
limited to train drivers and station staff.  After joining QR he heard 
about train control and applied for, and was accepted into QR’s 
Trainee Control School, an 18-week full time course covering all 
the skills needed for the job as well as the responsibilities of 
signallers, drivers, and track workers.  After that he became a 
trainee network controller, and has now been signed-off for the 
South West and Far West DTC boards. 

Travis says he enjoys balancing the expectation of the daily 
train schedule with the reality of variables like the weather, 
driver style, the demands of track workers, how many coal 

loaders might actually be working on any given day, throwing 
all the variables in the mix and planning around them to get 
trains to their destination safely and as close to time as 
possible.  The planning comes in with the need to look at the 
big picture to keep trains moving, with a need to be able to 
look several hours into the future to avoid possible clashes.  Of 
DTC, he says it “is really foolproof and tells controllers and 
drivers what to say – it is clear and unambiguous”.  With 
something of a twinkle in the eye, he also notes that if a 
controller “tries to issue an authority over another you get the 
screen of death and have to get the supervisor unlock the 
system, which is kind of embarrassing”.  Growing old in train 
control though might not be on Travis’ agenda, as he says one 
day he might consider a change to planning and supervision or 
perhaps service standards and safety. 

Kathryn Welsh has been working with Queensland Rail for 10 
years, starting with a traineeship in business administration.  Her 
first introduction to the control room was as part of her 
induction, and before that she had not known it existed.  Like 
Travis, she applied for a spot in the Train Control School and 
despite thinking she would not make it, was accepted and has 
been steadily progressing as a train controller ever since.  
Kathryn, one of a number of women who work as controllers, 
tells me she likes the sense of teamwork that exists, although 
she does note the nature of the shift work is not exactly family 
friendly.  “Controllers are expected to make their own 
decisions” she says, “but the team is there if someone needs 
help”.  Does she find the work routine?  She laughs: “No, every 
day is different and you learn something all the time, and 
besides the policies and standards are always changing.”  

I found it interesting that the relatively young controllers I 
had the chance to speak to and observe going about their work 
came to train control from what might be considered the more 
traditional career progression for many train controllers from 
train driver positions, and might not stay there forever. 

Owen Olsen though is a little different.  Owen started work 
with Queensland Rail 21 years ago, starting out as a fitter.  He 
has been a controller for eleven years working his way up the 
boards, both in the non-metropolitan room we are sitting in 
now, and the Mayne control centre responsible for Brisbane’s 
suburban lines.  

Today he is sitting at the Supervisor’s work station, and is 
there keeping an eye across all the boards.  Owen is the go-to 
man if things start to go wrong and help is needed, as well as 
being the man in the hot seat when the people who actually 
own the trains want to know what is going on.  Not that it 
seems to bother him: the responsibility seems to sit easily on 
his shoulders.  Of DTC, he says “It is  a much safer system than 
the systems it replaced, and there is a lot less room for error.”  
As the senior officer today, he observes that quite a number of 
controllers retired in fairly quick succession, but he is pleased 
to see that the skills he has learned over the years are attractive 
as a career prospect for younger people, and as in the case of 
Kathryn and Travis, people who may not have a railway 
background.  It is a different world now, and judging from the 
way the Network Controllers go about their business, that is no 
bad thing. 
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DTC IN PRACTICE 
At the start of each journey, the controller and driver must exchange 
information to enter the train into the DTC system.  The driver enters 
information including the train’s number, the number of the lead 
locomotive, the location the train is starting its journey from and the 
Block Limit Board the train is facing.  Once these details are entered, the 
details are displayed on the screen and if they are correct two nine-digit 
Start-Up codes will be generated that are radioed to the controller. 

The controller will enter the Start-Up codes into the system, confirm 
the train length with the driver and then radio the Display code 
generated to the driver, who will then enter this code into the 
locomotive’s computer.  This generates a DTC authority showing the 
current location of the train.  The driver will read the DTC Authority to 
the controller and if it is correct will accept it and the train then appears 
on the controller’s DTC screen.  

Once this has been done – it is only done at the start of the journey – 
and the train is ready to leave, the controller can issue the driver with the 
first authority to proceed.  To set a path for the train, the controller clicks 
the mouse on the train icon then clicks on the track block at the end of 
the route.  When the route is selected, it turns flashing green on the 
controller’s monitor and a command code is generated.   

At this stage, the controller is now ready to give 
the driver an authority to proceed and transmits the 
command code to the driver.  This code is entered 
into the driver’s computer who also repeats it back to 
the controller.  A driver’s code is generated by the 
driver’s computer and radioed to the controller who 
enters it into the controller’s computer.  In turn, this 
generates a Display code, which the controller relays 
to the driver, and the controller’s screen will then 
show a dialogue with the limits of the authority.  

The driver’s computer now displays a dialogue 
identical to the one on the controller’s screen.  The 
driver will read the dialogue to the controller, and if 
the dialogue is correct the controller will tell the driver 
the train can now leave.  

A typical authority generated this way takes 
between 30 and 45 seconds to actually complete. 

Controller: ‘Driver of 9867, Far West Control 
calling, over’. 
Driver: ‘Far West Control, Driver 9867 receiving, 
over’. 
Controller:‘9867 are you ready to receive your 
authority to proceed?, over’. 
Driver: ‘Control, 9867 is ready, over’. 
Controller: ‘Driver 9867, your command code is 
301-683-796, over’. 
Driver: ‘Control, my Drivers code is 475-294-094, 
over’. 
Controller: ‘Driver your Display code is 898-147-
357, over’. 
Driver: ‘Authority reads ‘Driver on Train 9867 
locomotive 2313, proceed into Willowburn, obey 
signal WN27 at Willowburn’, over’. 
Controller: ‘Driver 9867 , your Authority is correct, you 
may proceed, over’. 
Driver: ‘Roger Control, show us departing at 1625 
hours, Driver 9867 out’ 
 

After a train has traversed one or more block sections, 
the driver can “release” those blocks at his or her own 
discretion or as requested by the Controller.  

Driver: ‘Far West Control, Driver of 9867 calling, 
over’. 
Controller: ‘Control answering 9867, over’. 
Driver: ‘Control, I have a Release Code if you are 
ready, over’. 
Controller: ‘9867 go ahead with your Release 
Code, over’. 
Driver: ‘Control my Release Code is 374-277-008, 
over’. 
Controller: ‘Thanks 9867, Train 9867 intact is clear 
of BLB WN16 in Willowburn, over’. 
Driver: ‘Control that is correct, Driver 9867 out’. 

Driver’s view:  Monitor showing current authority, key pad, microphone and the track ahead.   

Photo: ARHSnsw Railway Resource Centre  
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“Rail is becoming bigger, longer, faster and more costly as 
complex mining provinces are developed in remote locations.  
Supply chain integration and automation are key to facilitating 

development”, says Mike Foley.   
(Mike Foley is a reporter with The Australian Journal of Mining) 

 
Aurecon Rail (an Australasian Railway Consultancy Company) 
leader Ken Devencorn believes integrated control centres are at 
the forefront of the push to deliver increased efficiencies in rail 
network supply chains.  Four centres have been established to 
service significant supply chains in Australia.  Two of these centres 
service multi-user rail networks, the others proprietary networks.  
Mackay’s Integrated Logistics Centre (ILC) in Queensland services 
the Goonyella rail network and its two coal ports, Hay Point and 
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal.  The Hunter Valley Coal Chain 
Coordinator (HVCCC) coordinates throughput from NSW Western 
and Hunter Valley coalfields into Newcastle’s coal ports.  Both Rio 
Tinto and BHP Billiton utilise coordinated control centres for their 
vast Pilbara rail networks.   

Devencorn says control centres avert misalignments being 
carried through mining supply chains from mine to port and prevent 
poor communication across an organisation, a situation that leads 
to silo thinking.  “One issue is that different elements can have 
their own efficiency, but it doesn’t necessarily integrate across the 
supply chain; there is a knock on effect that goes through the 
system,” he says.  As an example, he raises the plight of mine 
managers who are charged with improving capacity that is often 
lost because of other parts of the supply chain.  “There are lots of 
good mine managers that work hard to squeeze more cents per 
tonne from the operation.  [They] stack their product neatly at the 
front gate and wait for the train to come and in many cases, the 
train doesn’t come when it is supposed to.” Devencorn says. 

“We see it all the time.  You talk to a logistics manager of a 
railway, for example, and they say ‘we operate at 90% efficiency’, 
meaning 90% of the time they are running and operating.  Then 
you talk to the miner and they say ‘we are running at 90% 
efficiency’ and the port says the same thing.  When you look at the 
entire supply chain, you realise the supply chain is operating at 
50% efficiency, because if you add up the 10% gaps in efficiency, 
you realise they are each a different 10%.” However, Devencorn 
stresses that solving such problems is not as simple as inserting 
additional infrastructure to increase a supply chain’s capacity. 

He takes the view that the supply chain should be optimised 
before going to the big expense of buying more infrastructure.  
“Most engineering firms take the view that ‘we will build 
something for you to get more out the front door’.  If you try to 
pump more down a system that is clogged, congested or has 
systematic problems all you end up doing is wasting more money.  
Simply buying more trains and shoving them down a system will 
result in more congestion and that is what usually happens when 
companies go to an engineering consulting firm to increase 
exports from say 60  to 80 million tonnes per annum.” 

“We take the view that you should first and foremost look 
at the operation and see if it inherently has more capacity to 
squeeze out of it before you build more infrastructure.  The 
best way to imagine it is a car running really raggedly; the 
motor hasn’t been tuned and it is running on four cylinders 
instead of six.  If you put racing tyres on it you won’t get any 
more efficiency out of it.  It won’t become a racing car.” 

AUTOMATION 
Devencorn says automated technology for ore cars allow the 
railway operator to monitor track conditions, the health of 
infrastructure such as bridges and the general health of the 
system as the trains are trundling over it.  These technologies 
such as ground penetrating radar can be incorporated into a 
locomotive so they can act as a "smart loco" and can give an 
indication of what the vegetation is like, what the bridge is like 
and so on.  “The old days of the track inspection with the 
manager going out and walking the track can be done by a 
piece of technology on a wagon as the train goes along.” 
Devencorn says.  “If there is a particular trend forming or a 
spot is getting soft or a crack might be opening up, a trend 
can be seen, a red light goes off and the crew goes out and 
can locate the spot by GPS to fix it.” 

Automated monitoring of rail networks also works for 
miners that want to check their consignments’ progress in real 
time, and for the port operator who wants to know when 
consignments will arrive.  “I don’t think this is science fiction,” 
Devencorn says, “I think all the tools we need to make this 
happen exist today.  What is missing is the motivation and 
innovation to combine all the different elements to produce an 
outcome which is in excess of the sum of the parts.”  Parsons 
Brinkerhoff principal rail freight and logistics consultant Mark 
Nugter believes the rail industry would benefit from embracing 
greater automation processes.  “Look at automotive 
manufacturing, and the level of automation across the aero 
warehousing, shipping and ports industries.  Rail is behind, but 
the technology is out there for it to catch up.” he says. 

Nugter believes one of the keys to automation relates to 
safety.  “If you can remove people from plant, that is a 
positive.  You are removing someone from a position where 
they could get hurt.” he says.  “Automation also partly 
addresses skills shortages, but there can be risks that need to 
be addressed.  If I am a maintenance worker on my third 
nightshift in a row and it is two o’clock in the morning, would I 
produce the same quality as the person that is on at six o’clock 
who has slept all night?  If I am putting new wheels onto a 
wagon they need to be within a certain tolerance level of each 
other.  If a person performs the task, then mistakes are going 
to happen, we know that.  If you automate the process, then 
the risk of that is very much reduced.  That has cost impli-
cations going forward, with the cost of derailments and so on.” 

Maximising supply chain efficiency in the Australian Mining Industry 
(Taken from an article first published in Rail Express – an electronic Railway Newsletter published weekly in Australasia  

and re-printed here with the permission of the Editor) 

SUPPLY CHAIN EFFICIENCY 
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“If a person performs the task, then 
mistakes are going to happen, we know that.  If 
you automate the process, then the risk of that 
is very much reduced.  That has cost 
implications going forward, with the cost of 
derailments and so on.” 

MANAGING COMPETING 
INTERESTS 
Nugter believes control centres such as the ILC 
and HVCC play a vital role in managing 
competing interests in multi-user supply chains; 
a scenario that is much more challenging than 
single user networks.  “If you look at the 
Goonyella system, there are a number of 
different stakeholders: QR National for below 
rail, the miners, Hay Point and Dalrymple Bay 
Coal Terminal and two above rail operators.” 
he says.  “Predictability of throughput and 
trying to overcome the silo thinking that 
prevents it are key here.  A commonly 
occurring problem is all the individual 
businesses want to run their own way and even 
if you allocate one business to run the supply 
chain, do they still do it efficiently?  To try to 
integrate all those businesses, and for them to 
concentrate on predictability of throughput, is 
difficult yet not impossible.  The reality is that 
for multi-user supply chains to obtain the trade-
offs required is difficult.  They have different 
business drivers and objectives.” 

“If the supply chain is a pull supply chain, 
then who wears the additional cost of the 
inefficiency?  No business would rightly want 
to.  For example, if your port is the highest cost 
in the chain would this be an asset you want to 
maximise over other assets?  You might have 
inefficiency in your rail network where it is not 
optimised to its maximum, but from a supply 
chain perspective, that could actually be your 
best option.  On the flipside, the multi-user 
supply chain can provide benefits in sharing the 
cost of capital and operating expenditure.  If I 
am responsible for one of the supply chain 
elements, how would I go to my board and say, 
'I am going to have inefficiency in my operation 
because it supports another stakeholder?’  But 
if you are Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton or FMG you 
can make those decisions because you can 
understand the trade-offs that occur along 
different elements of the supply chain.” 

“The reality is every company should have 
the same goal and that is predictability of 
throughput.” 

 
(Is this one of the problems for the UK? – 

asks Tony Howker) 

Invensys Rail and Oslo Metro’s infrastructure owner, Kollektivtransport-produksjon 
AS (KTPAS), have successfully commissioned a new signalling scheme at Gjønnes 
station, with Mr Cato Hellesjø, Managing Director of KTPAS, officially opening the 
station for operational service on 8 October 2012. 

The work at Gjønnes is part of the Oslo Metro Kolsåsbanen project, a long-
term programme which began in 2000 and has seen an incremental renewal of the 
metro rail line between Sørbyhaugen and Kolsås. 

As part of this scheme, Invensys commissioned eight track circuits and the 
associated track circuit Automatic Train Protection (ATP) controls to facilitate the 
opening and operation of the line between Bekkestua and Gjønnes. 

Commenting on the programme, Invensys Rail’s International Delivery Director, 
Adrian Stubbs, said “We have successfully worked on various projects with KTPAS 
in Oslo for over 18 years and are delighted to have successfully delivered this 
latest phase of work.  We are now moving to the next stage, scheduled for 
commissioning in December 2013, which will see the work extend to Avløs . The 
final phase, linking to Kolsås, is scheduled for completion in 2014.  Finally, a new 
interlocking will also be added to the new Avløs depot scheme, with this work due 
to be completed in 2015”. 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Gjønnes Station Commissioned for Oslo Metro 

Indian Railways places the highest priority on passenger and employee safety.  As 
part of efforts to ensure continuous improvements to safety, the Research, Design 
and Standards Organization (RDSO) of Indian Railways is assessing new, Indian 
developed, technology to lower the number of incidents on the system. 

Announced in late October 2012, RDSO in collaboration with HBL Power 
Systems has successfully run a series of real time, on-track tests of HBL's newly 
developed Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).  As the name would suggest 
the system is designed to automatically bring trains to a halt when Signals Passed 
At Danger (SPAD) occur or other dangerous situations arise. 

These trials were run in October 2012 on the busy main line near Tandur 
station in Andhra Pradesh.  Two locomotives with the new system installed, and 
their associated test trains, ran a comprehensive series of running tests to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the system - including head on collisions, rear 
end collisions and over-speeding.  Converging speeds of over 200 km/h were 
used for the head on tests, and 60 km/h for SPADs and rear end collision 
demonstrations. 

The chairman of the Indian Railway Board, Mr Vinay Mittal, and several of his 
senior officers witnessed the tests, and were observers in the cab of the test 
trains, giving strong indication of the level of interest that the leadership of the 
railway has in this new safety system. 

While critical safety systems are clearly desirable, equipping a network as large 
as Indian Railways has significant budget challenges.  So from the outset the 
RDSO and HBL focused on delivering an affordable solution for India.  The team 
believes that this goal has been achieved, in part by the indigenous development 
of all the intellectual property. 

The testing has proven successful, and TCAS has demonstrated its ability to 
lower the risks of accidents on the line.  "It's a path-breaking technology and we 
would like to complete all the trials within a year.  The TCAS has more capabilities 
than the technologies being used in many advanced countries," Mr Mittal said.  
Director-General of RDSO, Mr Ramachandran, said the technology with some 
limited options would be introduced in some sections within six months. 

Indian Train Collision Avoidance System Trials 
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This wonderfully interesting book, written and illustrated by those involved, 
edited by Bob Barnard and David Stratton and published by The Lichfield 
Press for Park Signalling Ltd, tells the story of the development and 
introduction into service of SSI, from its conception by Derby Research in 
1976, through the first prototype built by Derby Research, and then the 
installation and testing of the pilot scheme at Leamington Spa in 1985 leading 
to the eventual widespread introduction of SSI into service in major 
installations all over the world. 

The SSI concept was developed by the research team at Derby to take the 
place of the large and expensive conventional relay-based signalling 
interlockings of the late 1970s.  The objective was to reduce the cost of 
signalling schemes.  A prototype SSI was built by Derby Research and used to 
successfully demonstrate the idea of electronic interlocking to the BR Board 
Director of S&T Engineering and the Director of Operations.  An arrangement 
was then made to form a tri-partite agreement between BR, GEC-General 
Signal and Westinghouse Signals to jointly develop the SSI concept into a 
product suitable for full-scale application on British Railways to supersede 
relay interlockings.  This would be done in a way that would make the 
equipment from the two suppliers interchangeable and enable the suppliers 
to export the new technology with a view to recovering the development 
costs.  As an essential part of this process a pilot scheme was to be installed 
at a suitable location on BR to be used as a trial to test the equipment.  BR 
would establish safety approval for the new technology and the trial site was 
chosen to be at Leamington Spa. 

The first use however of the triplicated modular computer system that lies 
at the heart of SSI was at Dingwall signal box in Scotland where it was used in 
the RETB system put into service in October 1984 to control the single line 
from Dingwall to the Kyle of Lochalsh.  The SSI trial site at Leamington Spa 
was then successfully commissioned on 8 September 1985 and this was soon 
followed by the large scale application of SSI on BR with multiple central 
interlockings at Inverness in 1987 and then by 1990 at York, Newcastle, Yoker, 
Liverpool Street and Marylebone.  SSI had by now become established as 
BR’s interlocking of choice for major re-signalling schemes.  Meanwhile the 
suppliers were successfully selling the SSI product abroad as well.  Early SSI 
installations went into service in South Africa in 1986 and in Australia in 1988.  
SSI is now used in around 1000 installations in 11 countries world-wide and is 
probably one of the most successful signalling products in recent times.  It has 
generated a large amount of business and, given its objective of reducing the 
cost of signalling schemes, has made substantial cost savings for railways 
around the world. 

BOOK REVIEW 

The subsequent developments of the SSI product 
are also covered in the book and the difficult period 
following the privatisation years, written in his own 
inimitable style, is described in a chapter by Roger 
Ford. 

All this, and much more besides, is described in 
fascinating detail by those who were most intimately 
involved in the SSI development and implementation 
project.  The book is well written, illustrated with 
many fine pictures of the equipment and the 
personalities involved and it is recommended as a 
valuable addition to your bookshelf. 

 
 
Copies of this book can be obtained direct from 

Park Signalling Ltd, at a price of £36 if collected in 
person from their Stockport HQ near Manchester or 
£39 (including postage and packing) for delivery 
within the UK only.   Non-UK orders are available 
upon application.   

 
For further details, please go to  
www.park-signalling.co.uk  
or telephone +44 (0)161 975 6161  
during normal office hours. 

Ken Burrage 
 

25 YEARS OF SSI 
The Inside Story of British Rail  

Solid State Interlocking 
First Published in the United Kingdom 2012 by The LICHFIELD PRESS 

ISBN 978 0 905985 58 9 
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IRSE MATTERS 

At the grand centenary gala ball following the Centenary 
Convention on Saturday 15 September at the Savoy Hotel the 
President, Francis How, presented the Institution’s long 
serving Treasurer, Martin Govas, with the President’s Award 
medallion for exceptional service to the IRSE. 

In presenting the award to Martin the President referred 
to the immense value of his work for the IRSE both as 
Treasurer and also for his wisdom on many other matters.  
Martin has been the driving force for updating the 
Institution’s financial management and membership database 
systems and for developing the provision of on-line services 
for members.  The Institution depends upon him hugely in his 
role as Treasurer and for managing the IRSE’s finances in 
exemplary fashion.  It is no trivial task and the burden, both in 
terms of time commitment and responsibility, is one that he 
carries almost single-handedly.  And the vast majority of his 
work is invisible to people - even to Council members! 

MARTIN GOVAS 
Martin joined the IRSE as a Student member in 1968 and transferred to Graduate 
in 1973, to Member in 1978, then to Fellow in 1993.  He was elected an Honorary 
Fellow in 2008.  He organised the Institution’s annual International Conventions 
from 1982 to 1988 and during those years was Treasurer for the Convention.  He 
was also Treasurer for the 1991 ASPECT conference.  He was appointed the 
Institution’s Treasurer in 1994, the post in which he continues to serve.  Martin 
has been a member of Council for 18 years since 1994 and serves on Finance 
Committee, Management Committee, Licensing Committee and the Board of 
IRSE Enterprises. 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE AWARD 
The IRSE President’s Award was created in 1999 to recognise a very exceptional 
level of contribution to the work of the Institution.  The award is made from time 
to time at the discretion of Council upon the nomination of the current President 
supported by two past Presidents and, because of its nature in recognising 
exceptional service, the award is made only rarely.  The award takes the form of 
a suitably inscribed special medallion (similar to the design of the Past 
President’s medallion) but with a distinctive green ribbon.  The award is normally 
presented to the recipient at a meeting of the members of the Institution and the 
criteria for making the award are as follows: 

i)  To an individual IRSE member for exceptional service to the Institution, or 
ii)  To an individual for a significant achievement of benefit to the signalling 

profession, or 
iii) To a company for a significant event or development of benefit to the 

signalling profession. 

MARTIN GOVAS is presented with the President’s Award for Exceptional Service 

Martin is only the fourth person to be recognised with this prestigious award which was first presented in 1999 to Ray Weedon who 
retired on the 30 June 1999 in recognition of his 41 years’ service to the Institution as its General Secretary. 

The second recipient was Peter Winter in 2003 in recognition of his personal and significant contribution to the development of 
the European Train Control System. 

The third recipient was Ken Burrage in 2006 in recognition of his exceptional support and contribution to the Institution’s work 
over many years and in particular his role as Chief Executive and General Secretary of the Institution from 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2006. 

Ken Burrage 

1  Francis How presents Martin with his Award  

2  Martin Govas wearing the President’s Award Medallion  

1 

2 
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Dutch Section Centenary Celebration 
 
On 11/12 October 2012 the Dutch section celebrated the IRSE 
Centenary.  On 11 October, some 103 members and thirty-eight 
representatives of sponsors of the event met in the Dutch 
broadcast museum, the “Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid” (the 
Institute for Image and Sound) in Hilversum.  After hearing IRSE 
president Francis How deliver his presidential address to our 
section, two further speakers, Past President and Section 
Secretary Wim Coenraad and Professor Nico Baken elaborated on 
the theme of craftsmanship from past to present and in the future.   

In his presentation, Wim Coenraad first took members and 
their guests on a short trip through history showing some video 
footage of a wig-wag signal, a Dutch television News item of the 
commissioning of the first Dutch Simis interlocking and the recent 
test runs during which an ERTMS equipped ICE train set the speed 
record for the Dutch Conventional Network at 201 km/h.  He went 
on to show a timeline of the development of Dutch S&T systems 
and used that context to explain to our guests what defines the 
job of a signal engineer, in most cases their partners, and what 
makes them “tick”. 

Professor Nico Baken, who besides working for KPN is a part-
time professor associated with the faculty of Information 
Technology and Systems at Delft Technical University, then 
proceeded to give us his views on the future of, inter alia, signal 
engineering, translating his theory of ‘holons’ and ‘holichargies’ to 
apply to signal engineers and the IRSE.  Summarising that speech 
for IRSE News would not do it justice, but interested readers, who 
can read Dutch, will find the presentations at the special centenary 
site, www.100jaar.irse.nl 

After these very thought provoking presentations, members 
were able to network during the drinks reception and the formal 
dinner, during which Mr Patrick Buck, ProRail’s Infrastructure 
Projects Director, delivered his keynote speech and congratulated 
the Institution for its 100th birthday and congratulated it on its 
splendid work so far and went on to give us some hints for our 
next 100 years.  Hand-outs for the presentations and Mr Buck’s 
speech can be also downloaded from the special centenary site at 
www.100jaar.irse.nl 

On the next day, 12 October, members met in Amersfoort at 
the Railinfra Opleidingen training school, for a morning session of 
workshops arranged around the theme of facing the future for the 
Dutch S&T sector.  During the workshops (as they were in Dutch) 
the President was given an extended tour of the training school, 
which has an extensive collection of most, if not all, electrical 
systems currently in use on the ProRail infrastructure.  The 
workshop results will be bundled into a report to be presented to 
ProRail in due course.  In the afternoon NS Reizigers invited 
members and the president to join a special train for a trip from 
Amersfoort, via Hilversum, Almere and Lelystad on to the 
Hanzelijn and back.  During that trip the President was invited into 
the cab to get a first hand view and explanation of the Dutch 
conventional signalling and first generation Automatic Train 
Protection. 

 

DUTCH SECTION Report by Wim Coenraad 

Photos by Wim Coenraad and Frans Heijnen 

1.  The Centenary Dinner  

2.  Signaller’s Workstation  

3.  Betuweroute ETCS test systems  

4.  Inspecting not one, but thirty, point machines!  
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Speech by Patrick Buck, ProRail Director of Projects on the occasion of the 
celebration of the IRSE Centenary, 11 October 2012 

Ladies and gentlemen, between the appetizer and main course 
I am allowed to say a few words to the birthday boys and girls. 

100 years ago, travel by train was a privilege for the upper 
classes.  Gentlemen in suits and women in elegant dresses and 
hats enjoyed the vast landscapes speeding by at the dizzying 
speed of 38 kilometres per hour, whilst on the locomotive 
stout men, bathed in sweat, threw coal on the fire to help 
speed the monster onwards. 

A glimpse of these times can be caught in the books and 
films of those days, such as Miss Marple in ‘The 4:10 from 
Paddington’ (One of Agatha Christie’s detective works).  There 
a grisly murder is committed, but nobody believes an old 
woman – the only witness to the crime, which is committed on 
a passing train. 

What do these of images tell us?  Not only was the 
supervision in trains of the day seriously lacking, the safety 
systems of the railway were all but absent.  There were some 
flags, tokens and keys, but that’s about it. 

I understand that you wanted to celebrate your party right 
here in this location.  Not in the railway museum, between the 
museum pieces, or old images of yesteryear.  But here: where 
the present and the future are palpable. 

How much has the world of the train protection moved on 
since the days of Miss Marple?  In the Netherlands there are  
1.2 million passengers a day, tons of freight are transported 
and at higher speeds as well.  Now we effortlessly travel at 
300 km/h from Amsterdam to Paris.  And the requirements for 
safety have been tightened.  Fortunately. 

As a former project Director of the Betuweroute, I have 
been involved in the construction of the first conventional 
ERTMS rail line in our country.  It turned out to be the prelude 
for this European system.  I am therefore pleased that you will 
visit the Hanzelijn line tomorrow.  With the construction of 
ERTMS between Lelystad and Zwolle, the first conventional rail 
line is prepared for the future and can be safely driven by 
trains at 200 km/h. 

After the Betuweroute, the High Speed Line and the 
Hanzelijn, ERTMS is likely to become the standard for Dutch 
rail network.  As you know, the Minister has decided in 
principle to roll out ERTMS.  That possibly means that there is 
more work to be done in the future for you.  I cannot promise 
anything today, but maybe this is a welcome change in these 
economically lean years.   

An ERTMS ' roadmap ' is in the making, ‘roadmap’ being a 
somewhat peculiar expression when you're speaking about rail. 

To improve our knowledge of and experience with ERTMS 
we will do a pilot on the Amsterdam – Utrech line, whilst keep-
ing the current train protection system, ATB (Automatische 
Trein Beïnvloeding) operational – dual signalling.  An exciting 
moment for the rail sector. 

In addition to ERTMS is there another development going 
on the network.  We are doing tests at the line Schiphol-
Almere-Lelystad to obtain shorter headways.  I believe that in 
your circles this is sometimes referred to as "tailgating" (i.e. 
when a car follows another at high speed, but spaced far too 

close).  The big question here is: how do we get more 
capacity from the existing lines by reducing signal spacing, 
without prejudicing safety.  For you and us this is a puzzle 
that we have to solve together. 

You also hear ProRail regularly speaking about "Robust 
Rail".  We mean that we want fewer disturbances, on a 
future-proof network. 

I will make no secret of the fact that for me, train 
protection is complicated.  A Sudoku, crossword and 
cryptogram rolled into in one, impossible to solve.  I name 
but a few words and phrases that I've picked up in the course 
of my career: Directive 2001/16/EC;  human-computer 
interface;  the collation of designs;  interoperability;  and the 
dwarf signal.  Not to mention at least 1000 abbreviations. 

Why is the world of train protection only really understand-
able by experts?  Why so complicated?  Train protection is a 
world in itself.  I hope whilst facing the future, that it can 
henceforth be made somewhat simpler.  Without prejudicing 
safety of course.  Also I would like to make the comparison 
with the automobile industry.  It is not the “tailgating”, but 
the innovations that follow each other in rapid succession in 
the car industry that intrigue me.  I would like to see more of 
this on the track.  A fine objective for the next 100 years of 
the IRSE, I should think. 

For now:  You do good work.  Profound work.  And have 
been doing so for 100 years.  Thanks to you, we can count 
ourselves among the safest railways in the world.  Safety is 
strategic goal number one for ProRail.  And you are our 
partners in achieving that goal. 

Keep that safety focus for the next 100 years.  So anyone 
standing here in about 100 years can say that there are no 
failing systems, that we are amused at that snail's pace of 
200 km/h.  That ATB is a system that nobody knows about 
anymore and everybody understands what train protection is. 

ProRail has in its programme for 2012 – 2015 four clear 
strategic objectives: 

Safe rail – we want zero avoidable accidents; 

Reliable rail – we want zero avoidable disturbances; 

Punctual rail – we want 95%, never lower than 85%; 
Sustainable rail – we want to be on CO2 ladder step 5, 
and achieve 30% less energy consumption. 

One thing I know for certain.  ProRail can only achieve these 
objectives with the help of the members of IRSE.  We need 
the 100-year old to do it.  The other day I read a book that 
fits your age.  "The 100-year-old man who climbed out the 
window and disappeared" by Jonas Jonasson.  It is about a 
man who has no desire to celebrate his 100th birthday in his 
retirement home.  He slips away and experiences the wildest 
adventures in secret.  A great book, that sparkles from begin-
ning to end.  I wish you can be like that at the age of 100.   

 
IRSE and IRSE members, I congratulate you sincerely on 

the occasion of this milestone!  
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YOUNG MEMBERS BELFAST VISIT 
AUGUST 2012 

It all began when I attended my first Younger Members meeting 
in London, which included exam feedback.  I was approached 
just before the meeting about a technical visit to Belfast. 
“Great”, I thought.  That was until I realised it was to be 
organised by me!  

So many questions raced through my mind on the plane trip 
home, how could we fund this, would my boss approve?  What 
could I organise and what support would I get?  Needless to say 
not much sleep was had that weekend and, like my good wife, I 
was asking myself “why?” 

The following morning I sent numerous emails to those 
required for both permissions and assistance in making the 
necessary arrangements.  By that same evening most if not all 
my worries were allayed, my boss, and his had both put their full 
support behind the visit.  Marketing were also on board, I had 
already some confirmed participants and an outline agenda.  I 
slept soundly that night.  

I exchanged numerous correspondences with Padraic Dunne 
about numbers, dates and travel arrangements until the date 
had finally been set, where seven Younger Members would be 
arriving for the weekend on Friday 17 August 2012.  The agenda 
was finalised, participants had been confirmed and travel 
arrangements were in place.  One last meeting with Siobhan 
from marketing ensured everything and everyone was arranged 
(volunteers worked for Northern Ireland Railways, under the 
umbrella of Translink).  

I arrived at Days Inn on Friday evening loaded with my 
laptop, memory sticks, agendas and travel passes, where I was 
greeted by Wilma (Training Manager) and Huw (Trainer & 
Assessor).  They immediately calmed my nerves and assisted me 
in setting up.  Jim (Head of Signalling) arrived soon after.   

Upon meeting the visitors, I was surprised to recognise most 
if not all of them from previous IRSE exam workshops, and felt 
comfortable in their company.  I apologised for my weakness in 
remembering names, although I did recall Ryan from his student 
placement year within projects, Padraic and Peter Woodbridge, 
the rest of their names I forgot but recognised their faces.  

So to the presentations on Translink, NI Railways and 
Signalling, all those who spoke did so very professionally.  
Although weary from travel, those attending were interested, 
asking a range of questions regarding the regulation and 
governance of our railway.  Huw and Wilma explained our 
competency process and I finished the proceedings with some 
useful local dialect.  We had a nice meal and some good 
conversation, although I left around 21:30 others stayed on to 
enjoy some Northern Ireland “craic”.  

Saturday morning (a sunny day), I again arrived at the Days 
Inn.  I half expected the numbers to be reduced considerably 
(they were Young Members!) but was pleasantly surprised to see 
all were in attendance.  We boarded the train for Adelaide to 
visit ROTA (Rail Operations Training Academy) along with the 
new depot maintenance facility.  After some scones and tea, we 
divided into two groups.  Stephen (Fleet) led the first group to 

 

YOUNGER MEMBERS 
Report by Colin McVea 

1.  Delegates and Translink Infrastructure Managers at welcoming    

22. SSignallers Simulating Panel (mirrors actual panel) 

33. NNew Maintenance Facility (showing Caf 4000) 

44. NNew CCTV Installation for Dunmurry MCB 
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the depot whilst the remaining were taken 
by Gareth (Signal Operations) to the 
signalling panel simulator.  Colin and Barry 
showed them the train driver simulator.  
After a bite of lunch we took the train to 
enjoy a visit to Cultra Folk and Transport 
Museum courtesy of Translink.   

We met that evening in the renowned 
Crown Bar, and when asked about their visit 
to Cultra, they all spoke positively about 
what they had seen.  We went to a local 
Indian restaurant (apparently a Younger 
Members tradition) for a meal, which was 
very enjoyable both for the company and 
conversation.  We left at about ten and I 
caught the bus home, they continued with 
their visit to the local sites.  

On Sunday morning (another sunny day) 
I arrived at the agreed time in the hotel 
lobby to be greeted by just two from the 
party of seven.  I immediately felt the worry 
of both the loss of these individuals, and 
how those who had arranged today’s events 
would view their absence.  Thankfully after a 
few frantic phone calls, the numbers 
increased to six and the seventh joined at 
Belfast Central.  Guests were shown around 
Belfast Control Office by Billy (Operation 
Chief Controller), and despite a busy 
working environment Billy took time to 
explain the equipment and procedures.   

George (telecoms) took them to the 
equipment room and then to the signal 
panel, again this was a working environment 
but thankfully they were allowed to observe 
and ask questions.   

The group left to enjoy a tour of the 
city,arriving at York Road signalling having 
had their photo taken outside Stormont, 
singing the praises of the trip.  We showed 
them the signalling department and took 
them through the history and changes over 
recent years.  Although I tried to make my 
presentation as interesting as possible, I 
could see the weekend’s activities were 
catching up on some of those in attendance.   

I then showed them around our training 
facility where George (telecoms) showed 
them some of our telecoms monitoring and 
CCTV equipment.  Jim arrived to wish them 
a safe trip home.   

They all seemed to enjoy the weekend 
and were very thankful to all those who 
helped in making their trip so enjoyable.  
Although I was glad the event, that had 
seemed so long in the planning, was now 
over I felt I had made some friends and 
would look forward to meeting them again 
at the next IRSE event I attend, although 
some names I may still struggle to 
remember! 

 

The weekend of Saturday 1 and Sunday 2 September 2012 saw the Section undertake 
the third annual Signalling Maintenance & Inspection Workshop at the training 
facilities of Signet Solutions Ltd in Derby.  Some thirteen candidates attended the 
event from a number of heritage railways around the country, along with a few 
individuals from the UK railway industry itself.  The event was kindly sponsored by Park 
Signalling Ltd.  The workshop Saturday evening meal for candidates, workshop staff 
and Section committee members was kindly sponsored by Green Dragon Rail Ltd. 

The workshop was again delivered during the weekend by Andy Knight using the 
previously successful format, with assistance from Ian Hughes of Green Dragon Rail 
Ltd, who addressed the workshop on the Sunday morning regarding the importance 
of understanding risk and risk assessment.  During the weekend, the candidates were 
able to understand, touch and adjust many items of mechanical and electrical signalling 
equipment under supervision, including signals, points, and track circuits to name a 
few.  The importance of record keeping confirming decisions made, work undertaken 
and testing completed or outstanding was continually stressed and made clear to the 
candidates, which was well received, as was the whole of the workshop itself. 

Whilst it is the intention of the Section to hold a fourth annual Signalling 
Maintenance & Inspection Workshop around September 2013, a further advance 
workshop on the subject of cabling and cable testing has been suggested by some of 
the previous attending candidates.  It is the therefore the intention of the Section 
committee to arrange a Signalling Cable Testing Workshop in March 2014, subject to 
obtaining suitable sponsorship.  For further information regarding both workshops, 
information will be provided within further editions of IRSE NEWS.  If your company 
wishes to provide sponsorship or support to either of these planned workshops, 
please contact the Editor of IRSE NEWS.  Contact details are provided on the first 
page of this edition. 

MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION 
Report by Ian James Allison 

Top Inventions Competition 
The shortlist of nominations for the IRSE Top Inventions competition was 
announced in the October edition of IRSE NEWS.  The article listed ten significant 
inventions in the history of our profession and invited everyone to vote from the 
shortlist.  We are keen to receive views from throughout the IRSE membership 
and are pleased to see the votes coming in, especially from overseas.  The three 
inventions that attract the most votes will go forward to a live debate at an IRSE 
meeting in March 2013, where presenters can promote their invention and others 
can challenge and compare them.  It is therefore a great opportunity to influence 
the content of an IRSE event: which topics deserve to be the subject of this 
centenary debate?    

Full details of the nominations and instructions on how to vote may be found 
on pages 16-17 of the October IRSE NEWS, however time is running out – if you 
want to have your say, please vote before 20 December 2012 to ensure your 
vote counts. 
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On 11 October, the first technical meeting of the Section for the 
2012/2013 programme was held at the DeltaRail offices in Derby.  
Ian Mitchell (Professional Head of Signalling DeltaRail Group) 
provided an insight into the latest Signalling & Control Technology 
developments ongoing at DeltaRail.  Ian gave an overview of the 
history and origins of DeltaRail and explained how the business 
has evolved to focus predominately on the delivery of systems 
and solutions for Signalling Control & Rail Operations. 

Rail Operations systems include CCF (the DeltaRail Information 
Display System) for real time operations plus solutions for rostering 
and timetabling plus modelling/forecasting for the Department 
of Transport.  ERTMS simulation for driver training and applications 
testing are also provided in addition to the established and well 
known IECC (Integrated Electronic Control Centre) systems.  
However, the main focus of the presentation was to provide an 
overview of the latest developments in IECC Scalable both in 
terms of the strategy behind the product and it’s relevance in 
current and planned projects. 

Like its counterpart and predecessor (IECC Classic), the IECC 
Scalable system continues to support a wide range of interlocking 
types & technologies and provides an integral ARS (Automatic 
Route Setting System).  These features along with other enhance-
ments have been ported onto a modern PC based platform using 
Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) blade server technology. 

The software architecture has undergone a complete 
overhaul with the introduction of message broker technology 
similar to that used in modern high-speed banking transactions.  
One of the achievements was to adapt this technology for a 
safety related environment and obtain the necessary systems 
safety approval.  The message broker is compatible with 
standard Internet Protocol-based (IP) communications networks.  
This means that any of the subsystems within IECC Scalable can 
be deployed remotely, opening up a wide range of deployment 
options.  The net result is a flexible system based on a distrib-
uted architecture; ready for the next generation of IP based 
signalling control. 

One of the key strategic decisions for DeltaRail in the 
development of IECC Scalable was to initially retain the existing 
Signaller interface.  It was deemed that the extent of software 
development and systems safety approvals required for work-
station enhancements would have detracted from the efforts 
required to gain approval for the new hardware and software 
architecture.  Ian went on to outline how IECC Scalable was 
successfully piloted on the Swindon B project, running alongside 
the existing IECC Classic installation and being overlaid onto the 
same Signaller interface.  The Signallers were able to continue 
normal duties without noticing any difference in the running of 
the workstation.  The pilot project was trouble free and one of 
the most successful in the history of DeltaRail. 

Ian provided an overview of Scalable in the context of current and future projects including 
the significant Edinburgh-Glasgow Improvements Project (EGIP).  The Edinburgh Signalling 
Control Centre has a variety of different signalling Interlockings with SSI controlling the core 
areas.  Perhaps the most significant development is planned for the Cowlairs phase of the 
project in 2013 with the introduction of a Remote Control Interface (RIF) for SSI.  This will 
represent a key milestone in the development of a new flexible and distributed architecture 
for the control of Signalling systems. 

MIDLAND & NORTH WESTERN SECTION 
Report by Ian Fury 
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1.  Hudson House, Derby  

2.  IECC system testing area in 
HHudson House 

33. TThameslink ERTMS 
Operational Simulator  

4.  IECC Scalable hardware  
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As the name suggests IECC Scalable has been designed to 
be a competitive solution for projects of a smaller scale, hence 
the current partnership with Signalling Solutions Ltd in the 
delivery of Modular Signalling on the Ely-Norwich scheme.  One 
of the key requirements of modular signalling and future signalling 
control is the use of obstacle detector level crossings (MCB-OD).  
The trial of MCB-OD on this project with respect to the fall back 
controls on the IECC workstation has been relatively trouble free. 

Ian explained how previously it would not have been possible 
for DeltaRail to be competitive in tendering for schemes such as 
Harrogate.  This project involves the abolition of a number of 
block sections, extending control from the existing Signal Box 
whilst also keeping the existing lever frame.  Combining the 
small form factor of IECC Scalable with the capability for in house 
SSI design, DeltaRail has been able to provide a cost effective 
solution for Network Rail and the implementation contractor Amey. 

For the second part of the proceedings the attendees split 
into three groups, and were treated to a guided tour of some of 
the key facilities at Hudson House.  In the well-equipped testing 
facilities all varieties of IECC workstations were on display 
covering the full extent of projects and installations in existence.  
DeltaRail’s Richard Balk kindly explained the nature of the testing 
on display which included the Harrogate workstation running a 
scaled back ARS consisting of track circuit/Signals Passed At 
Danger monitoring only.  A full blown ARS with all the 
application data and testing involved would have increased the 
cost of implementation and was deemed unnecessary for such a 
relatively small installation. 

In the hardware area a fully working IECC Scalable control 
system and associated signaller workstation unit was on display.  
Adam Till provided a comprehensive description of the Scalable 
hardware platform.  Explaining how the majority of the hardware 
items are COTS, with simple plug & play replacements with 
minimal routine maintenance.  All critical items of equipment and 
connections are duplicated with high-end server grade 
components being used, resulting in reliability and availability 
that surpasses IECC Classic (which already has an excellent 
record).  The system on display had a small footprint being 
housed in two separate 19” cubicles.  The modern blade server 
facia of the control system cubicle was explained alongside the 
traditional standard industrial PCs of the workstation.   

Nigel Lee and Sajed Abed gave a demonstration of the 
capabilities of DeltaRail’s ERTMS simulation and test tool.  The 
tool is produced by a subsidiary company ERSA, based in 
Strasbourg, France.  ERSA is the world market leader in 
simulation and testing systems for ERTMS/ETCS.  Nigel took the 
group on a virtual drive along part of the Thameslink route using 
the OP-SIMU tool (a driver simulation product).  The route was 
visualised using a 3D cab view and the (virtual) train was 
operated using a standard Driver Machine Interface (DMI) 
designed to a UK specification.  Nigel showed how the train 
could be controlled manually or operated in automatic mode 
with full speed supervision.  Desk based simulations provide a 
cost effective solution for Network Rail allowing for investigation 
of the integration of existing UK systems such as the Automatic 
Warning System  and the Train Protection & Warning System.   

The meeting finished with the usual Question & Answer 
session.  The talk had attracted a number of people with an 
interest in rail operation and control systems.  Questions were 
asked in relation to the current ARS facilities in the context of 
Network Rail’s ARS+ specification.  Ian Mitchell answered that 

DeltaRail were working with Network Rail to develop ARS in to 
meet the new requirements, including the provision of facilities 
to allow modification of ARS parameters by operations staff at 
the control centre level. 

Discussion then centred on the future strategy of being able 
to transfer control of an area to a different workstation either in 
the same building or remotely.  The answer being that the 
technology is available and to some extent the technical aspects 
have already been proved.  However, there is some way to go in 
terms of finding a path to implementation that will address all 
the human interfaces such as level crossings and operation 
telecoms (not to mention the extent of systems safety 
approvals). 

This brought the debate onto the subject of centralised 
versus distributed architecture, particularly in respect to 
Signalling Interlockings.  Given the development of the remote 
interface for SSI coupled with existing methods of remote 
control, was the centralisation of Interlockings necessary (or 
wise)? 

The evening concluded with a vote of thanks for Ian Mitchell 
and his DeltaRail colleagues for providing both a warm welcome 
and an interesting and thought provoking insight into the on-
going developments at DeltaRail. 

Midland & North Western Section        
FORTHCOMING SPECIAL EVENT 

Centenary Seminar: 
“100 years of Facing the Future” 

Unfortunately, the article in Issue 182 of the NEWS 
describing the forthcoming event ‘100 Years of Facing the 
Future’, contained an error.  The date of the event should 
have been shown as Monday 25 February 2013 (as per the 
Programme of Meetings - IRSE NEWS Issue 181).  Please 
check that you have the correct date in your diaries. 

The occasion will take place 100 years to the day after 
the first technical paper was presented to the IRSE at the 
Grand Hotel in Birmingham, continuing the celebrations of 
the IRSE Centenary year. 

The event will consist of a day of reprise, reflection, 
consideration, camaraderie, debate and forward thinking.  
First off there will be a re-enactment of the original 1913 
paper, followed by a series of four further papers which will 
compare and contrast the content of Insell’s paper and how 
it is applicable to the railway systems of today. 

This will be followed by the IRSE Younger Members 
Section presenting a paper that will consider how the issues 
discussed in 1913 may compare in the future, when high 
speed rail travel is the normal form of transport for the 
majority of travellers. 

Following the day’s events there will be a drinks 
reception, also at Austin Court, to which all attendees will be 
cordially invited.  And finally, to round off this historic event, 
there will be option to stay on for dinner, where the events 
of the day can be discussed and reflected upon in convivial 
surroundings into the evening.   

I hope many of you attend and I look forward to seeing 
you at Austin Court on 25 February 2013. 

Ian R Bridges 
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YORK SECTION 

Keith Yews, Chairman of the York Section, welcomed 
members and guests to the first meeting of the 2012-3 
session in the Bedingfiled Room of the Bar Convent in York, 
on Tuesday 9 October 2012.  He then introduced the 
speakers for the evening, Carl Gallifant and Michael Toher 
from Halcrow who presented a paper on “The Battle 
against Overcrowding – Do Longer Trains necessarily mean 
longer platforms”. 

Carl began by outlining some of the problems facing 
the Industry, a 30% reduction in costs proposed by the 
Government, political pressure to reduce fares, and an 
uncertain future of the governance framework.  We were 
now on the eighth Transport secretary since Franchising 
began.  There were now 1500 million journeys a year, 
overcrowding being a major problem, not only in the 
Southeast.  The term PIXC was explained – “Passengers In 
Excess of Capacity”.  This is the greatest cause of 
passenger dissatisfaction.  Solutions proposed include more 
trains, removing pinch-points, increasing space on trains, 
legislation and franchise contracts, penalising peak time 
travel and increasing platform lengths, the latter solution 
costing £100M on Thameslink alone. 

The concept of Double Stops was introduced, for 
instance on Thameslink introducing 12-car trains on a line 
with eight-car platforms with selective door opening.  
Twelve–car platforms would still be required at certain 
locations such as terminal, dead-end stations. 

Michael then outlined some of the problems with this 
method using a graphical representation of the increase in 
journey time.  This time was said to be five minutes 
between Bedford and St Pancras.  Problems included 
increased risk of Signals Passed At Danger (SPAD), the 
need for additional repeater signals, additional CCTV and 
Mirrors, additional training for drivers and complex 
selective door opening equipment.  The fitting of this 
equipment to existing rolling stock could be difficult and 
costly.  There was also a need to control passenger flows to 
the correct part of the train.  The boarding and leaving of 
passengers from the trains in the right section of train and 
platform was seen to be a significant snag.  Train facilities 
such as First and Standard, disabled, toilets, cycles etc 
would need to be standardised or extra information screens 
provided. 

The conclusion was that the method proposed can 
deliver a radical alternative to train operations.  The paper 
considered what could be done, not what had happened, 
and achieving what was possible through what is necessary.  
The study was undertaken as Railway Signal Engineers. 

A lively question and discussion time followed, the 
theme from the floor was that the concept was used many 
years ago in loco hauled train days before the days of short 
multiple-unit trains such as in the Highlands of Scotland!  
Among those taking part were Messrs. Tony Pinkstone, 
Ernie Thompson, Mike Tyrell, Brent Connolly, Blair 
Robinson, Bob Curd, Chris Willey, Dennis Bowlby, Julian 
Heathcote and John Malton.  A vote of thanks to the 
speakers was proposed by Doug Gillanders. 

Report by Tony Pinkstone 
SCOTTISH SECTION 

This year is a special one for the Scottish Section.  Not only are we 
joining in the celebrations for the IRSE Centenary but we are also 
celebrating 30 successful years of our own section.  The committee 
thought it would be appropriate to mark this special year with a look 
back in time to the birth of the IRSE Scottish Section back in 1982 with 
some special events, including a lecture on The History of Signalling in 
Scotland, which was delivered to our Annual Dinner in November.   

The first of the events to honour our Anniversary was a specially 
organised Members Luncheon, held in Sloans in Glasgow.  Invitations 
were sent out to as many original members as possible and the 
response was excellent.  A strong turnout of original and retired 
members was joined by current and younger members (some not 
even born when the section was created) for a delicious luncheon 
where stories were told and old acquaintances resurrected. 

Bert Hope, a founder member of the section, said of the day “The 
30 years bash was a great occasion for all concerned.  Being among 
so many ''weel kent faces'' enjoying all the chat of yesteryear (and 
today) was a real tonic.  Well done to all the committee”. 

Robin Nelson, who presented prior the dinner in November 
alongside Harry Archibald, also added “I should add that I thoroughly 
enjoyed the 30th anniversary lunch.  The oldies really appreciate being 
included in these events.  It was a particular pleasure to see the 
Scottish Section reach the grand old age of thirty years.  Privatisation 
scattered the engineers of British Railway's S&T department over 
many companies, but the IRSE has remained the unifying force where 
you can all meet on a regular basis to discuss technical matters or just 
to maintain the social side of a working life.  Long may this continue.  
I am sure that it will”. 

The event proved 
to be very successful 
and marked the 
occasion perfectly.  
The discussions went 
on well into the night 
and kicked off the 
session in style.  We all 
now look forward to 
reading about Robin 
and Harry in action at 
the Dinner in the next 
issue of IRSE NEWS. 

Report by Neil Thomson 

1  Tony Grubb and Harry 
AArchibald discussing the 
issues of the day  

22 TThe varying generations 
of Scottish Signalling 
EEngineers!  

33 TThe Two Berts  
((Hope and Wightman) 
enjoying the day   
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SScottish Section Dinner 
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RECRUITMENT     
To advertise call Andrew:       +44(0)208 652 5214  e-mail: andrew.walker@dvvmedia.com   

IRSE Innovation Award 
In the October edition of IRSE NEWS, it was announced that 
nominations for the IRSE Innovation Award are being sought.  
This is a reminder.  The closing date for entries is the 18 January 
2013. 

The IRSE Innovation Award will be made for an innovative 
system, product or service that is relevant to the scope of 
interest of the Institution.  Innovations on all types of railways 
are eligible.  It can be awarded for infrastructure–based and 
train-borne systems and products; support tools, technologies 
and services; processes etc.  The IRSE seeks to attract 
applications from all parts of the world. 

Subject to sufficient entries being submitted, it is expected 
there will be two classes of the award: 

To an individual; 
To a company. 

The primary criteria against which an innovation will be 
judged are: 

The degree of novelty; 
The benefits it delivers. 

Submissions must be sent to innovation@irse.org .   
Full details of the rules and entry form can be found on the IRSE 
website www.irse.org .  Any queries on the award should also 
be forwarded to innovation@irse.org. 

The winners of the Award will be announced at a London 
meeting of the IRSE in March 2013.   

FFrancis How and Jeff Allan 

Realise your potential
Signalling Design Engineers and Signalling Project Engineers
Opportunities from assistant to senior level in Birmingham, Crewe, 

Glasgow, York, Reading, Swindon and Croydon

If you’re looking for the most exciting opportunities 

in signalling engineering, your search ends here. At 

the heart of revitalising Britain’s railway, our remit’s as 

vast as it is challenging – we’re involved in some of the 

most diverse, ambitious ventures Britain has ever seen, 

including Crossrail, Europe’s largest engineering project. 

Add your expertise to ours and help make a diff erence 

to millions of passengers and freight users alike.

Joining us in the Signalling Design Group, you’ll be 

part of the team that gets involved in everything 

from railway signalling development to supporting 

maintenance renewals and controlling circuit designs. 

It’s the perfect environment to build on your core 

skills and work on a diverse range of projects and 

technologies. Plus you’ll benefi t from exceptional 

training and a second-to-none support network.

To fi nd out more, and apply, please visit 

networkrail.co.uk/careers and enter ‘IRC635787’ 

in the keyword search.

Closing date: 25 January 2013.

Network Rail welcomes applications from 

a diverse range of candidates regardless 

of background, disability or gender and is 

committed to creating a workforce as diverse 

as the communities we serve.

 
 

We are Bombardier! 
Get on board; we can drive you further in your career! 

 
Bombardier Transportation is the number one provider of rail solutions in the world. 
Our business holds the number one global market position in eight of the ten 
markets we service. Our product portfolio includes a full range of passenger rail 
vehicles and we manufacture locomotives, bogies; propulsion and rail control 
solutions. 
 
For us, trains are more than means of transport. They encompass excellent 
functional design, innovation, integrated software systems and last but not least, the 
future in eco-friendly travel. 
 
 

Signalling Principles Engineer- BOMBARDIER 
TRANSPORTATION 

 
An exciting opportunity has arisen for a Signalling Principles Engineer to join our 

Rail Control Solutions division (SSR ATC Project) in London. 
 
Your role: 
 
This is a rare and exciting opportunity to join a global company on a complex and 
vast re-signalling programme on London Underground's Sub Surface Rail Network.  
 
You will play a key role in delivering appropriate (SSR ATC project lifecycle related) 
outputs with the capability and understanding of signalling principles backed by 
technical qualifications and proven experience in the UK Railway environment. 
 
A key element in this role is the ability to conduct independent approval of the 
principles for legacy signalling design submissions which interface with the CBI 
System design.  
 
Your profile: 
 
If you have strong signalling principles design experience and have a background in 
independent design checking/approval of signalling circuits and systems interface, 
this position could be the beginning of your progressive career with us! 
 
How to apply:  
For more information on this role and to apply, please use this link: 
http://jobs.bombardier.com/job/London-Signalling-Principles-Engineer-
ENG/2233886/ and proceed with your application!   Thank you!                                                   
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ELECTIONS 
We extend a warm welcome to the following newly-elected members: 
 

Fellow 

Childs F  LTK Eng. Services Inc USA  
Meyer zu Hörste M German Aerosp.Ctre. (DLR) Germany 
 

Member 

Collado Macias C R AECOM - INOCSA s.l.u. Spain 
Fanea A GE Transportation France  
Olyott S C Altran Praxis UK  
Tutalo D TICS (Global) UK  
Weir G R Parsons Brinckerhoff UK  
Zhang P China Acad. of Rly. Sciences China  
Zhi G Beijing Traffic Control Tech. China  
 

Associate Member 

Beverley I Siemens UK  
Biswas S Ircon International  India  
Scopes L J Atkins UK  
Shanmugavelu P DeltaRail Group UK  
 

Accredited Technician  
Franklin  N FRT Engineering UK  
Mahjouri S L Signalling Solutions UK  
 

Associate  

Beck C J Colne Valley Railway UK  
Chan C B London Underground UK  
Farley S Amey UK  
Jackson  P Siemens mobility C&I UK 
Nguen R AECOM Australia  
Walsh A RailCorp Australia  
  

 Student 

Daly S M AECOM Australia  
Jackson  S Carrilion UK  
Upton  K Atkins UK  
Wheeler D F J Amey UK  
 
 

TRANSFERS 

Member to Fellow 

Clark G E London Underground UK  
Goyal D K JMD Railtech Pty. Australia  
 

Associate Member to Fellow  

Naughton J J Nexus Rail Headquarters UK   
 

Associate Member to Member  

Karrasch K R J Queensland Rail National Australia  
McVea C W NIR Signalling Dept. N.Ireland 
Mumford J Colas Rail UK  
Sarkar K C Atkins India  
 

Associate to Member  

Manion P J Network Rail UK  
Sharpe J-A N Amey UK  
 

Accredited Technician to Associate Member  

Coulson S Invensys Rail Pty. Australia   
 

Associate to Associate Member  

Jackson  P B Siemens Transport. Systems UK  
Swami N Kolkata Metro Rail Corp. India  
 

RESIGNATIONS 
Hind D W 
Checkett M J 
 

RE-INSTATEMENTS 
Frend D 
Hermansson D A 
Li S 
Manock J L 
Skinner I A 
 

DEATHS 
It is with great regret that we have to report 
the deaths of the following members: 

Mackenzie W Fellow 
Freeman B Member 
 

Current Membership Total is 4714 

MEMBERSHIP  MATTERS 

Engineering Council UK Registrations 
Thomas B Final Stage CEng 


